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ISM 
PREFAB

Ibrahim Saif Al-Moawi Company was Established more than 10 years ago with a
vision to participate in the highly growing construction industry in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia and to be one of the leading companies in the Kingdom and the Gulf
region, which achieves and is in line with the future vision of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. • ISM PREFAB installs the core values of integrity, commitment, dedication,
and quest for customer satisfaction, and these are the basic keys to success in this
market. 
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Ibrahim Saif Al-Moawi Company was Established more than ten years ago with a vision to
participate in the highly growing construction industry in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and to be
one of the leading companies in the Kingdom and the Gulf region, which achieves and is in line
with the future vision of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 
• ISM PREFAB installs the core values of integrity, commitment, dedication, and quest for
customer satisfaction, and these are the basic keys to success in this market. 
• The experiences of ISM PREFAB employees varied with a combination of qualified expertise in all
areas required for fixed and temporary facilities projects with a mixture of experiences and
cultures, to meet customer requirements according to the best standards of quality.

COMPANY
INTRODUCTION

Since the company was established, it has always been working to update the technical and
engineering cadres for the work team, as well as introducing the highest modern technologies
for construction and using cold steel technology (LGS) in all projects, which raises the efficiency
of construction and the speed of completion for all permanent and temporary projects using
(CNC) technology. 
• The company’s business field have diversified to contain a transportation fleet that serves the
company’s and customers requirements. We also recently incorporated its factory in the third
industrial area in Dammam, which specializes in modeler steel buildings with new construction
technology. ISM PREFAB also expanding to cover all city businesses that serve customers’
requirements. Our company has future plans To expand its scope of business in the long and
short term. 
• ISM PREFAB and its subsidiaries look forward to meeting the customer's needs in the best and
most effective way and translating its vision, which is in line with the vision of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, into a realistic and tangible vision that establishes its capabilities in the local and
international market.



VISION 

The environment is one of the main concerns of our company and our future vision ،In this regard,
the company strives to implement all environmentally friendly construction techniques and green
buildings In accordance with local regulations and the latest international standards, and in this
regard, through a periodic environmental impact assessment of the project and with the
implementation of each new project. The company's management staff is given the responsibility and
authority to determine the environmental aspects of the activity or operations, over which the
necessary control must be exercised in light of the environmental impact on the community and
surrounding areas. 
 The health and safety of the work environment is the primary task of the administration towards its
employees by strictly applying the zero accident policy through the 
.Implementation of the company's various operations.
 
 In this context, all company departments are committed to all preventive safety and security
measures, to prevent or reduce the chances of work injuries by identifying sites and activities in
which injuries or risks are expected and are documented. All major risks, in an effective hierarchy,
will be the control and monitoring mechanism that is applied in order to prevent the impact or
mitigate the assessed risks. These mechanisms will be in the form of procedures, work instructions,
monitoring and training...etc. depending on the level of importance and nature of the activities.

 H S E



VISION 

• Our company looks forward to having standards of quality assurance and
quality control both of which are aspects of quality management. Since QA
and QC activities are interrelated, QA activities and responsibilities usually
cover nearly all quality systems in one way or another, while QC is a subset of
QA activities. Our use of ISO 9000:2015: Quality Management Systems - to
complete Focused Operations - For things like inspections. 

• Quality assurance is the systematic process of ensuring that a product meets
specified requirements, while quality control addresses other issues, such as
individual inspections or defects and corrective actions to address procedural
deficiencies

 Q A / Q C



Our mission is to serve the local community and support our client in the future
challenging goals to achieve the kingdom Vision of 2030

OUR
VISION & MISSION

VISION 

MISSION

Our vision is to provide solutions to our customers to participate in important and
developmental projects inside and outside the Kingdom, and to have long-term
relationships and a reliable reputation in the market for future expansions and to
grow to be one of the best modern companies existed. 
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Accommodation Units 

Office Units 

Kitchen & Mess Hall Units 

Lavatory/Ablution Units 

Hospital/Clinic 

Gym & Recreation Units 

Classrooms & Training Facilities. 

Guard House 
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OUR MAIN
PRODUCTS

Temporary Facilities Porta Cabin
Single/Multi stories



ACCOMMODATION
UNITS 

Accommodation Units 

Accommodations for large and small manpower, for multi-category
according to clients' requests ،single units, or dormitory type ,the
company offers the typical design of workers housing as well as for junior
management teams and senior managers, enjoying all the comfort .As
well as appropriate ventilation to maintain the health of these groups,
and appropriate areas are taken into account as well as internal
coordination. We have all housing solutions through the application of
.single or multiple floors of temporary, mobile or permanent housing



OFFICE UNITS

Office Units

The single and grouped offices sector is one of the most important
construction sectors for ISM PREFAB because of its importance that
allows customers to build office spaces from one floor or multiple floors,
temporary or permanent administrative offices that allow the use of
spaces vertically or horizontally according to the available spaces and
the desires of customers Our products enable customers to design their
office space on demand in a short time that meets the needs of
customers using modern construction techniques .



MESS &
KITCHEN UNITS

Mess Mall Units

ISM PREFAB provides a wide variety of
standard kitchens and professional
kitchens of high quality in various sizes,
Kitchens serving large, medium and small
fixed and mobile complexes with valley
floors and multi stories to serve all our
customers with options that suit all needs
to meet any number of different workers in
the site.

Professional Kitchen Units

ISM PREFAB provides all designs for
individual and group dining units to serve
small business and large business in
various categories and preparations with
different areas and standard designs that
serve the different needs of its customers,
as well as the supply & installing mess hall
furniture of dining tables and chairs & mess
hall equipment that are easy to clean and
foldable. The company also offers its
customers a catering service through its
catering sector.



LAVATORY &
CLINIC UNITS

Lavatory Units

ISM PREFAB provides quick solutions for clinics and
specialized medical hospitals in all different sectors
for the need for medical services in desert areas
and petroleum service areas, and use as clinics,
hospital suites, dispensaries, laboratories and
consulting rooms. The company provides medical
solutions in all different areas of hospitals and
medical centers that require and provide you with
mobile unit solutions for all medical and
ambulance purposes, and the urgent needs for
urgent statements appear to avoid pathological
and epidemiological symptoms that affected the
community as a whole.

Hospital/Clinic Units

ISM PREFAB ISM offers standard bathroom units
and various complexes of various sizes and
dimensions that are manufactured to meet all
the requirements of its customers. The toilets are
designed with high quality and materials
against water leaks and different designs for
residential complexes and individual units and
can also be used in various events and
occasions and other places. Also, the mobile
units are equipped with independent water and
sewage storage tanks, and are designed for
portability and ease of installation anywhere.



GYM &
TRAINING UNITS

Gym & Recreating Units

ISM PREFAB provides quick solutions for clinics and
specialized medical hospitals in all different sectors
for the need for medical services in desert areas
and petroleum service areas, and use as clinics,
hospital suites, dispensaries, laboratories and
consulting rooms. The company provides medical
solutions in all different areas of hospitals and
medical centers that require and provide you with
mobile unit solutions for all medical and
ambulance purposes, and the urgent needs for
urgent statements appear to avoid pathological
and epidemiological symptoms that affected the
community as a whole.

Class Rooms/ Training Center Units

ISM PREFAB realizes the importance of the need
to restore the activity of workers during work and
in desert and remote places and the availability
of recreational activities, which affect the health
of the work environment and provide all your
employees with facilities and amenities to
obtain comfort and luxury. Our recreational
facilities are specifically designed to meet
space constraints, and can provide various
options for your employees to keep them
relaxed and healthy during tough times at work.
We offer a wide range of customized options for
recreational activities anywhere. 



MOSQUE &
GUARD HOUSE

Mosque

ISM PREFAB provides solutions for security
companies and guards as well as companies and
institutions with a variety of designs and spaces for
different different work environments to ensure the
security and safety of work sites. We also provide
security and safety equipment for these units.

Guard House

ISM PREFAB provides temporary mosques that
are distributed on travel routes and desert
places, as well as providing temporary and
permanent mosques with the latest
construction techniques, which are designed by
our team, as well as equipping various sound
and decoration techniques with furnishing
services.



Skid  Mount  Rig  Units

Hotel  Facilit ies  

Mobile  /Caravan  Units  

Electrical  Control  Rooms  

Smoking  Shelter  

Bu l let/Blast  resistance  units

Chiller/Freezers  Units  

Passport  Booth  cabins  

Modified  container  

Work  Shops/Warehouses  

Food  Trucks  

PRODUCTS

Special Units



Mobile Caravan Units

SPECIAL
UNITS

Skid Mount Rig Units
ISM PREFAB provides Skid mount units
(residential - office - service) to serve the
petroleum sectors, desert sites, oil
extraction field, .Due to the special
specifications such as : Withstand harsh
environmental conditions, high
temperatures, resistance to severe sand
and dust storms, continuous and
regular disassembly and assembly, and
the possibility of transportation several
times without violating specifications .

ISM PREFAB provides mobile
units on residential and office
trailers for workers in
permanent moving sites such
as laboratories, specialized
training centers, medical staff
and oil field services
companies, which move
continuously from one site to
another

Smoking Shelter 
ISM PREFAB provides
weather resistant smoking
shelters with variety of interior
and exterior sizes and designs
that are accessible and
protective for employees and
individuals who want to relax
and take a smoke break . 

Hotel Facilities
ISM PREFAB provides hotel
facilities to our customers, with
modern and flexible designs to
meet customers ’requests for
fixed or demountable hotel units
and installation in the long term,
enjoying all the advantages of a
concrete building . 

Electrical Control Rooms
ISM PREFAB provides mobile
units on residential and office
trailers for workers in permanent
moving sites such as
laboratories, specialized training
centers, medical staff and oil
field services companies, which
move continuously from one site
to another

Bullet/Blast resistance
units
ISM PREFAB design &
manufacture and install
bullet/explosion resistant
structures characterized by
resistant walls with accurate
specifications for high -risk sites in
proportion to the nature of the
site and the required resistance 



modified containers 

SPECIAL
UNITS

Chiller/Freezers Unit
ISM PREFAB  guarantees high quality
temp controlled cold and freezer rooms
for extreme heat conditions with
insolation . Our portable cabins provide
you freezer units used in various areas
of industrial and retail business to store
all kind of food, medicines, and
chemicals . 

ISM PREFAB Fully
customizable modified
containers based on your
requirements . With Heat -
proof and waterproof design,
Fully modular, can be moved
and redeployed to other
locations . 

Food Trucks
ISM PREFAB Also
manufacture custom food
trucks With all designs
according to the customers
required ، We also provide
various designs and interior
fittings of kitchen equipment
and tools of all sizes on
demand to meet the needs of
our customers . 

Passport Booth Cabins 
ISM PREFAB is also specialized in
the manufacture of fully
equipped passport booths on the
border areas of the Kingdom to
serve citizens and visitors.

Workshop's/ Warehouses
ISM PREFAB have the
experience and a highly
experienced work team in the
manufacture of hangar units
and warehouses units of all sizes
and designs according to the
desire of customers and
according to engineering
requirements.



Water Treatment system/ Storage Tanks

products
Services

Communication

Infrastructural Works 

ISM provides networking services wired or wireless by adding
coverage in hard-to-reach areas, increasing quality
Establishing a complete base camp with a complete
communications system. 

ISM Establishing the infrastructure for all units and camps
according to the requirements of projects to make the camps
conform to the appropriate environmental standards. 

Catering
ISM can provide catering services for residential and office
camps by providing a variety of integrated kitchens as well as
halls suitable for food according to various categories. 

Transportation/ loading & unloading 
ISM Company provides transportation, loading and unloading
services in all locations inside the Kingdom or the Gulf countries
for owning a transport fleet and heavy equipment for loading. 

ISM Company provides services and systems for water
desalination plants to serve residential and office camps, as
well as the supply and installation of water and sewage tanks. 

Fire alarm / fire fighting
ISM Company provides fire alarm and fire fighting systems
through its engineers and technicians, provides an integrated
service from design to implementation according to security
.and safety requirements.



Maintenance/Refurbishing 

products
Services

Engineering & Design

Camp Operations 

ISM Company has experience in designing and implementing projects according
to quality requirements, multiple specifications, schedule and cost. Through our
engineering and design services from planning and cost study for all types of
projects. Completely new, renovated and certified by an integrated team - from
our architects and design experts - to ensure that all clients' needs are met. 

ISM Provides operations and maintenance Our team is backed by an after-sales
service, repair and maintenance team, and backed by factory-trained engineers.
Through our high-quality services, health and safety standards, recreational
activities and nutritional consultancy.

Power Generation 
ISM Company provides services for renting and selling generator units power
generation services according to the requirements of the camps and units that are
supplied with all services from calculating loads and effort, design, operation and
supervision. 

Turnkey solutions 
ISM also have the expertise to provide integrated turnkey services through
providing high quality products and services. Fit all customer requirements
for our expertise in providing complete turnkey camp package solutions. 

ISM also have experience in providing development, renovation
and general maintenance services in after-sales services to
satisfy all the desires of our customers.

Furnishing
ISM Company take care of the complete furnishing of
accommodation units in office units and living rooms, and all
service units from sofas, beds, wardrobes, cooking and dining
areas to air conditioning.



SECTOR WE
SERVE

Sector WE SERVE

OIL & GAS FIELD CONSTRUCTER GOVERNMENT

MANFUCTRING OFFSHORE EXHIBITION



OUR CLIENTS

Sector WE SERVE



PORTACABIN

SERVICES  

NET  WORKING  

FIRE  SYS  

INFRASTRUCTURE

TRANSPORTATIONS

PRODUCTION
SCHEDULE

PRODUCTS
CAPASTY UNIT

SQM

LOT

POINTS  

POINTS  

SQM

TRIP

YEARLY MONTHLY

125000

300

20000

16000

250000

3000

SQM

LOT

POINTS  

POINTS  

SQM

TRIP



SOME OF OUR PROJECTS



SOME OF OUR PROJECTS
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COMPANY DOCUMENTS



PROJECTS

Projects

SAUDI ARCHIRODRON LTD                                           RAS ALKAHIR MARINE FACILITES

EZDAN PROJECT HOLDING COMPANY                              SASREF JUBAIL

TOPAZ GULF GENERAL CONTARCTING                     Ras alkahir marine facilites 

REZAYAT COMPANY LTD                                                  JUBAIL ARAMCO & HARADH

SAUDI DAZ LIMITED                                                                                             ARAMCO

Saudi Arabian Kentz Co. Ltd                                                                                  KHURAIS

Locations

LARSEN & TOUBRO LIMITED                                                                                ARAMCO

FU-TAI ARABIA LLC                                                                                                 ARAMCO

SINOHYDRO CORPORATION LTD                                                                     ARAMCO

JUBAIL O & M LIMITED CO                                                                             JUBAIL ARAMCO

SAUDI ARAMCO BASE OIL COMPANY -LUBEREF                                YANIBU ARAMCO

Middle east engineering & development co ltd                                            Yamibu  aramco

METRO RIYADH                                                                                                     RIYADH

Hyundai Engineering & Construction Co., Ltd                           JAZAN ARAMCO

SAIPEM                                                                                                                    ARAMCO

PETROJET                                                                                                              ARAMCO

China Railway Construction Corporation                                              ARAMCO
ALYAMI                                                                                                                    ARAMCO



Since the company was established, it has always

been working to update the technical and engineering

cadres for the work team, as well as introducing the

highest modern technologies for construction and

using cold steel technology(LGS) in all projects, which

raises the efficiency of construction and the speed of

completion for all permanent and temporary projects

using (CNC) technology.
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